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THE PRIMITIVE IDEALS OF SOME E´TALE GROUPOID
C
∗-ALGEBRAS
AIDAN SIMS AND DANA P. WILLIAMS
Abstract. Consider the Deaconu–Renault groupoid of an action of a finitely
generated free abelian monoid by local homeomorphisms of a locally compact
Hausdorff space. We catalogue the primitive ideals of the associated groupoid
C∗-algebra. For a special class of actions we describe the Jacobson topology.
1. Introduction
Describing the primitive-ideal space of a C∗-algebra is typically quite difficult,
but for crossed products of C0(X) by abelian groups G, a very satisfactory descrip-
tion is available: for each point x ∈ X and for each character χ of G there is an
irreducible representation of the crossed product on L2(G·x). The map which sends
(x, χ) to the kernel of this representation is a continuous open map from X × Ĝ to
the primitive-ideal space of C0(X)⋊G, and it carries (x, χ) and (y, ρ) to the same
ideal precisely when G · x = G · y and χ and ρ restrict to the same character of the
stability subgroup Gx = { g : g · x = x } [28, Theorem 8.39].
Regarding C0(X)⋊G as a groupoid C
∗-algebra leads to a natural question: what
can be said about the primitive-ideal spaces of C∗-algebras of Deaconu–Renault
groupoids of semigroup actions by local homeomorphisms? Examples of groupoids
of this sort arise from the N-actions by the shift map on the infinite-path spaces
of row-finite directed graphs E with no sources. The primitive-ideal spaces of the
associated graph C∗-algebras were described by Hong and Szyman´ski [10] building
on Huef and Raeburn’s description of the primitive-ideal space of a Cuntz–Krieger
algebra [11]. The description given in [10] is in terms of the graph rather than its
groupoid. Recasting their results in groupoid terms yields a map from E∞ ×T to
the primitive-ideal space of C∗(E) along more or less the same lines as described
above for group actions. But this map is not necessarily open, and the equivalence
relation it induces on E∞×T is complicated by the fact that orbits with the same
closure need not have the same isotropy in Zk.
The complications become greater still when N is replaced with Nk, and the re-
sulting class of C∗-algebras is substantial. For example, it contains the C∗-algebras
of graphs [14] and k-graphs [13] and their topological generalisations [29,30]. How-
ever, the results of [4] for higher-rank graph algebras suggest that a satisfactory de-
scription of the primitive-ideal spaces of Deaconu–Renault groupoids of Nk actions
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might be achievable. Here we take a substantial first step by producing a complete
catalogue of the primitive ideals of the C∗-algebra C∗(GT ) of the Deaconu–Renault
groupoid associated to an action T of Nk by local homeomorphisms of a locally
compact Hausdorff space X . Specifically, there is a surjection (x, z) 7→ Ix,z from
X × Tk to Prim(C∗(GT )). Moreover, Ix,z and Ix′,z′ coincide if and only if the
orbits of x and x′ under T have the same closure and z and z′ determine the same
character of the interior of the isotropy of the reduction of GT to this orbit closure.
For a very special class of actions T we are also able to describe the topology of
the primitive-ideal space of C∗(GT ), but in general we can say little about it. In-
deed, graph-algebra examples show that any general description will require subtle
adjustments to the “obvious” quotient topology.
The paper is organised as follows. In Section 2 we establish our conventions
for groupoids, and prove that if G is an e´tale Hausdorff groupoid and the inte-
rior Iso(G)◦ of its isotropy subgroupoid is closed as well as open, then the natural
quotient G/ Iso(G)◦ is also a Hausdorff e´tale groupoid and there is a natural ho-
momorphism of C∗(G) onto C∗(G/ Iso(G)◦).
In Section 3 we consider the Deaconu–Renault groupoids GT associated to ac-
tions T of Nk by local homeomorphisms of locally compact spaces X . We state
our main theorem about the primitive ideals of C∗(GT ), and begin its proof. We
first show that GT is always amenable. We then consider the situation where N
k
acts irreducibly on X . We show that there is then an open Nk-invariant subset
Y ⊂ X on which the isotropy in Nk ×Nk is maximal. For this set Y , Iso(GT |Y )◦
is closed. We finish Section 3 by showing that restriction gives a bijection between
irreducible representations of C∗(GT ) that are faithful on C0(X) and irreducible
representations of C∗(GT |Y ) that are faithful on C0(Y ). Our arguments in this
section are special to Nk, and make use of techniques developed in [4].
In Section 4 we show that if the subspace Y from the preceding paragraph is
all of X , then C∗(GT ) is an induced algebra—associated to the canonical action of
Tk on C∗(GT )—with fibres C
∗(GT / Iso(GT )
◦). We use this description to give a
complete characterisation of Prim(C∗(GT )) as a topological space under the rather
strong hypothesis that the reduction of GT / Iso(GT )
◦ to any closed GT -invariant
subset of Y is topologically principal. In Section 5 we complete the proof of our
main theorem. The fundamental idea is that for every irreducible representation ρ
of C∗(GT ) there is a set Y = Yρ as above and an element z = zρ ∈ Tk for which ρ
factors through an irreducible representation of C∗(GT |Y ) that is faithful on C0(Y )
and which in turn factors through evaluation (in the induced algebra) at z.
Standing assumptions. Throughout this paper, all topological spaces (including
topological groupoids) are second countable, and all groupoids are Hausdorff. By
a homomorphism between C∗-algebras, we mean a ∗-homomorphism, and by an
ideal of a C∗-algebra we mean a closed, 2-sided ideal. We take the convention that
N is a monoid under addition, so it includes 0.
2. Preliminaries
Let G be a locally compact second-countable Hausdorff groupoid with a Haar
system. For subsets A,B ⊂ G, we write
AB := {αβ ∈ G : (α, β) ∈ (A×B) ∩G(2)}.
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We use the standard groupoid conventions that Gx = r−1(x), Gx = s
−1(x), and
Gxx = G
x ∩ Gx for x ∈ G(0). If K ⊂ G(0), then the restriction of G to K is the
subgroupoid G|K = {γ ∈ G : r(γ), s(γ) ∈ K}. We will be particularly interested in
the isotropy subgroupoid
Iso(G) = {γ ∈ G : r(γ) = s(γ)} =
⋃
x∈G(0)
Gxx.
This Iso(G) is closed in G and is a group bundle over G(0).
A groupoid G is topologically principal if the units with trivial isotropy are dense
in G(0). That is, {x ∈ G(0) : Gxx = {x}} = G
(0). It is worth pointing out that the
condition we are here calling topologically principal has gone under a variety of
names in the literature and that those names have not been used consistently (see
[3, Remark 2.3]).
Recall that G(0) is a left G-space: γ ·s(γ) = r(γ). If x ∈ G(0), then G ·x = r(Gx)
is called the orbit of x and is denoted by [x]. A subset A of G(0) is called invariant
if G · A ⊂ A. The quotient space G\G(0) (with the quotient topology) is called
the orbit space. The quasi-orbit space Q(G) of a groupoid G is the quotient of
G\G(0) in which orbits are identified if they have the same closure. Alternatively
it is the T0-ization of orbit space G\G(0) (see [28, Definition 6.9]). In particular,
the quasi-orbit space has the quotient topology coming from the quotient map
q : G(0) → Q(G).
An ideal I ⊳ C0(G
(0)) is called invariant if the corresponding closed set
CI := {x ∈ G
(0) : f(x) = 0 for all f ∈ I}
is invariant. If M is a representation of C0(G
(0)) with kernel I, then CI is called
the support of M . We say CI is G-irreducible if it is not the union of two proper
closed invariant sets. For example, orbit closures, [x], are always G-irreducible.
Lemma 2.1. Let G be a second-countable locally compact groupoid. A closed in-
variant subset C of G(0) is G-irreducible if and only if there exists x ∈ G(0) such
that C = [x].
Proof. It suffices to see that every closed G-invariant set is an orbit closure. This
is a straightforward consequence of the lemma preceding [9, Corollary 19] and the
observation that the orbit space G\G(0) is the continuous open image of G and
hence totally Baire. 
Remark 2.2. We say that C0(G
(0)) is G-simple if it has no nonzero proper invariant
ideals. So C0(G
(0)) is G-simple exactly when G(0) has a dense orbit. This is much
weaker than the notion of minimality, which requires that every orbit is dense.
We also want to refer to a couple of old chestnuts. Recall that there is a nonde-
generate homomorphism
V : C0(G
(0))→M(C∗(G))
given on f ∈ Cc(G) by
(
V (ϕ)f
)
(γ) = ϕ(r(γ))f(γ). In particular, if L is a nonde-
generate representation of C∗(G), then we obtain an associated representation M
of C0(G
(0)) by extension: M(ϕ) = L¯(V (ϕ)). The next result is standard. A proof
in the case where G is principal can be found in [5, Lemma 3.4 and Proposition 3.2],
and the proof goes through in general mutatis mutandis.
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Proposition 2.3. Let G be a second-countable locally compact groupoid with a
Haar system. Let L be a nondegenerate representation of C∗(G) with associated
representationM of C0(G
(0)) as above. Then kerM is invariant. If L is irreducible,
then the support of M is G-irreducible.
Proposition 2.4. Let G be a second-countable locally compact groupoid with a
Haar system. Let L be a nondegenerate representation of C∗(G) with associated
representation M of C0(G
(0)). If F is the support of M , then L factors through
C∗(G|F ). In particular, if L is irreducible, then L factors through C∗(G|[x]) for
some x ∈ G(0).
Proof. Since F a closed invariant set, U := G(0) \F is open and invariant. We have
a short exact sequence
0 // C∗(G|U )
ι
// C∗(G)
R
// C∗(G|F ) // 0
of C∗-algebras with respect to the natural maps coming from extension (by 0)
and restriction of functions in Cc(G) [17, Lemma 2.10]. Since M has support F ,
the kernel of L contains the ideal corresponding to C∗(G|U ), so L factors through
C∗(G|F ).
The last assertion follows from Proposition 2.3 and Lemma 2.1. 
When the range and source maps in a groupoid G are open maps (in particular,
when G is e´tale), the multiplication map is also open: Fix open A,B ⊆ G and
composable (α, β) ∈ A × B, and suppose that γi → αβ. Since r is open, the r(γi)
eventually lie in r(A); say r(γi) = r(αi) with αi ∈ A. Now α
−1
i γi → β, and since
B is open, the α−1i γi eventually belong to B, so that γi = αi(α
−1
i γi) eventually
belongs to AB; so AB is open.
For the remainder of this note, we specialize to the situation where G is e´tale.
Since G is Hausdorff, this means that G(0) is clopen in G and that r : G→ G(0) is
a local homeomorphism. Hence counting measures form a continuous Haar system
for G. The I-norm on Cc(G) is defined by
‖f‖I = sup
x∈G(0)
max
{∑
γ∈Gx
|f(γ)|,
∑
γ∈Gx
|f(γ)|
}
.
The groupoid C∗-algebra C∗(G) is the completion of Cc(G) in the norm ‖a‖ =
sup{ π(a) : π is an I-norm bounded ∗-representation}. For x ∈ G(0) there is a rep-
resentation Lx : C∗(G)→ B(ℓ2(Gx)) given by Lx(f)δγ =
∑
s(α)=r(γ) f(α)δαγ . This
is called the (left-)regular representation associated to x. The reduced groupoid C∗-
algebra C∗r (G) is the image of C
∗(G) under
⊕
x∈G(0) L
x.
A bisection in a groupoid G, also known as a G-set, is a set U ⊂ G such that
r, s restrict to homeomorphisms on U . An important feature of e´tale groupoids
is that they have plenty of open bisections: Proposition 3.5 of [8] together with
local compactness implies that the topology on an e´tale groupoid has a basis of
precompact open bisections.
If G is e´tale, then the homomorphism V : C0(G
(0)) → MC∗(G) takes values in
C∗(G) and extends the inclusion Cc(G
(0)) →֒ Cc(G) given by extension of functions
(by 0). We regard C0(G
(0)) as a ∗-subalgebra of C∗(G). If L is a representation of
C∗(G), then the associated representation M of C0(G
(0)) is just the restriction of
L to C0(G
(0)). Thus kerM = kerL ∩ C0(G
(0)).
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We write Iso(G)◦ for the interior of Iso(G) in G. Since G is e´tale, G(0) ⊂ Iso(G)◦
and Iso(G)◦ is an open e´tale subgroupoid of G.
Proposition 2.5. Suppose that G is a second-countable locally compact Hausdorff
e´tale groupoid such that Iso(G)◦ is closed in G.
(a) The subgroupoid Iso(G)◦ acts freely and properly on the right of G, and the
orbit space G/ Iso(G)◦ is locally compact and Hausdorff.
(b) For each γ ∈ G, the map α 7→ γαγ−1 is a bijection from Iso(G)◦
s(γ) onto
Iso(G)◦
r(γ).
(c) For each x ∈ G(0), the set Iso(G)◦x is a normal subgroup of G
x
x.
(d) The set G/ Iso(G)◦ is a locally compact Hausdorff e´tale groupoid with respect
to the operations [γ]−1 = [γ−1] for γ ∈ G, and [γ][η] = [γη] for (γ, η) ∈ G(2).
The corresponding range and source maps are given by r′([γ]) = r(γ) and
s′([γ]) = s(γ).
(e) The groupoid G/ Iso(G)◦ is topologically principal.
(f) If G is amenable, then so is G/ Iso(G)◦.
Proof. (a) Since Iso(G)◦ is closed in G, it acts freely and properly on the right of
G. Hence the orbit space is locally compact and Hausdorff by [19, Corollary 2.3].
(b) Conjugation by γ is a multiplicative bijection of Iso(G)s(γ) onto Iso(G)r(γ).
So it suffices to show that
(2.1) γ Iso(G)◦γ−1 ⊂ Iso(G)◦ for all γ ∈ G.
Take α ∈ Iso(G)◦ such that s(γ) = r(α) and let U be an open neighborhood of α in
Iso(G)◦. Let V be an open neighborhood of γ. Since G is e´tale, we can assume that
U and V are bisections with s(V ) = r(U). Since the product of open subsets of G
is open, V UV −1 is an open neighborhood of γαγ−1. Since U and V are bisections
and U consists of isotropy, V UV −1 is contained in Iso(G). Hence γαγ−1 ∈ Iso(G)◦.
(c) Follows from (b) applied with γ ∈ Iso(G)x.
(d) The maps r′ and s′ are clearly well defined. Suppose that (γ, η) ∈ G(2) and
that γ′ = γα and η′ = ηβ with α, β ∈ Iso(G)◦. Then γ′η′ = γη(η−1αηβ). But
η−1αηβ ∈ Iso(G)◦ by (b). Hence [γ′η′] = [γη]. This shows that multiplication
is well-defined. A similar argument shows that inversion is well-defined. Since the
quotient map is open [18, Lemma 2.1], it is not hard to see that these operations are
continuous. For example, suppose that [γi]→ [γ] and [ηi]→ [η] with (γi, ηi) ∈ G
(2).
It suffices to see that every subnet of [γiηi] has a subnet converging to [γη]. But
after passing to a subnet, relabeling, and passing to another subnet and relabeling,
we can assume that there are αi, βi ∈ Iso(G)◦ such that γiαi → γ and ηiβi → η in
G (see [28, Proposition 1.15]). But then γiαiηiβi → γη, and so [γiηi]→ [γη].
We still need to see that G/ Iso(G)◦ is e´tale. Its unit space is the image of G(0)
which is open since the quotient map is open. So it suffices to show that r′ is a local
homeomorphism. Given [γ] ∈ G/ Iso(G)◦, choose a compact neighborhood K of γ
in G such that r|K is a homeomorphism. Let q : G → G/ Iso(G)◦ be the quotient
map. Then q(K) is a compact neighborhood of [γ] and r′ is a continuous bijection,
and hence a homeomorphism, of q(K) onto its image.
(e) Take b ∈ G/ Iso(G)◦ such that r′(b) = s′(b) but b 6= r′(b). (That is, b ∈
Iso(G/ Iso(G)◦) \ q(G(0)), but the notation is a bit overwhelming.) It follows that
b = q(γ) for some γ ∈ Iso(G) \ Iso(G)◦. Let U be a open neighborhood of b. Then
q−1(U) is an open neighborhood of γ, so meets G\Iso(G). Take δ ∈ q−1(U)\Iso(G);
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so s(δ) 6= r(δ). Then q(δ) ∈ U and r′(q(δ)) 6= s′(q(δ)). In particular, q(δ) does not
belong to the interior of the isotropy of the groupoid G/ Iso(G)◦. Thus the interior
of the isotropy of G/ Iso(G)◦ is just q(G(0)). Now (e) follows from [3, Lemma 3.1].
(f) To see that G/ Iso(G)◦ is amenable, we need to see that r′ is an amenable
map (see [1, Definition 2.2.8]). If G itself is amenable, then r = r′ ◦ q is amenable.
Thus r′ is amenable by [1, Proposition 2.2.4]. 
Our analysis of primitive ideals in C∗-algebras of Deaconu–Renault groupoids G
will hinge on realising C∗(G) as an induced algebra with fibres C∗(G/ Iso(G)◦). The
first step towards this is to construct a homomorphism C∗(G) → C∗(G/ Iso(G)◦),
which can be done in much greater generality.
Proposition 2.6. Let G be a locally compact Hausdorff e´tale groupoid such that
Iso(G)◦ is closed in G. There is a C∗-homomorphism κ : C∗(G)→ C∗(G/ Iso(G)◦)
such that
κ(f)(b) =
∑
q(γ)=b
f(γ) for f ∈ Cc(G) and b ∈ G/ Iso(G)
◦.
Proof. Lemma 2.9(b) of [16] implies that κ defines a surjection of Cc(G) onto
Cc(G/ Iso(G)
◦). It clearly preserves involution, and
κ(f) ∗ κ(g)(b) =
∑
s′(a)=r′(b)
κ(f)(a−1)κ(g)(ab) =
∑
s′(a)=r′(b)
∑
q(γ)=a
q(δ)=b
f(γ−1)g(γ−1δ)
=
∑
q(δ)=b
∑
s(γ)=r(δ)
f(γ−1)g(γδ) =
∑
q(δ)=b
f ∗ g(δ) = κ(f ∗ g)(b).
It is not hard to see that κ is continuous in the inductive-limit topology (see
[20, Corollary 2.17]). Since the ‖ · ‖I -norm dominates the C∗-norm, the inductive-
limit topology is stronger than the C∗-norm topology. Hence κ extends to a C∗-
homomorphism from C∗(G) to C∗(G/ Iso(G)◦) as claimed. 
Remark 2.7. It is fairly unusual for Iso(G)◦ to be closed in a general e´tale groupoid
G (but see Proposition 3.10 and [15, Proposition 2.1]). For example, let X de-
note the union of the real and imaginary axes in C, and let T : X → X be the
homeomorphism z 7→ z. Regarding T as the generator of an action of N by local
homeomorphisms, we form the associated groupoid
GT = {(t,m, t) : t ∈ R,m ∈ Z} ∪ {(z, 2m, z), (z, 2m+ 1, z) : z ∈ iR,m ∈ Z}.
Then
Iso(G)◦ = {(z, 2m, z) : z ∈ X,m ∈ Z} ∪ {(t, 2m+ 1, t) : t ∈ R \ {0},m ∈ Z}
is not closed: for example, (0, 1, 0) ∈ Iso(G)◦ \ Iso(G)◦.
However, we do not have an example of an e´tale groupoid G which acts irre-
ducibly on its unit space and in which Iso(G)◦ is not closed; and [15, Proposition 2.1]
implies that no such example exists amongst the Deaconu–Renault groupoids ofNk
actions that we consider for the remainder of the paper.
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3. Deaconu–Renault Groupoids
Given k commuting local homeomorphisms of a locally compact Hausdorff space
X , we obtain an action of Nk on X written n 7→ T n (we do not assume that the
T n are surjective—cf., [7]). The corresponding Deaconu–Renault Groupoid is the
set
(3.1) GT :=
⋃
m,n∈Nk
{(x,m− n, y) ∈ X × Zk ×X : Tmx = T ny}
with unit space G
(0)
T = {(x, 0, x) : x ∈ X} identified with X , range and source maps
r(x, n, y) = x and s(x, n, y) = y, and operations (x, n, y)(y,m, z) = (x, n + m, z)
and (x, n, y)−1 = (y,−n, x). For open sets U, V ⊆ X and for m,n ∈ Nk, we define
(3.2) Z(U,m, n, V ) := {(x,m− n, y) : x ∈ U , y ∈ V and Tmx = T ny}.
Lemma 3.1. Let X be a locally compact Hausdorff space and let T be an action of
Nk on X by local homeomorphisms. The sets (3.2) are a basis for a locally compact
Hausdorff topology on GT . The sets Z(U,m, n, V ) such that T
m|U and T n|V are
homeomorphisms and Tm(U) = T n(V ) are a basis for the same topology. Under
this topology and operations defined above, GT is a locally compact Hausdorff e´tale
groupoid.
Proof. When X is compact and the Tm are surjective, this result follows immedi-
ately from [7, Propositions 3.1 and 3.2]. Their proof is easily modified to show that
the Z(U,m, n, V ) form a basis for a topology on GT when X is assumed only to be
locally compact and the T n are not assumed to be surjective. It is not hard to see
that the groupoid operations are continuous in this topology.
Since the Tm are all local homeomorphisms, each Z(U,m, n, V ) is a union of sets
Z(U ′,m, n, V ′) such that Tm|U ′ and T n|V ′ are local homeomorphisms. Given U, V ,
we have
Z(U,m, n, V ) = Z
(
U ∩ (Tm)−1(TmU ∩ T nV ),m, n, V ∩ (T n)−1(TmU ∩ T nV )
)
.
So the sets Z(U,m, n, V ) such that Tm|U and T n|V are homeomorphisms with
TmU = T nV form a basis for the same topology as claimed.
To see that this topology is locally compact, letK1 andK2 be compact subsets of
X . Then just as in [7, Proposition 3.2], the map (x, y) 7→ (x, p− q, y) is continuous
from the compact set {(x, y) ∈ K1 ×K2 : T px = T qy} onto Z(K1, p, q,K2). Hence
the latter is compact in GT . It now follows easily that GT is locally compact. It is
e´tale because the source map restricts to a homeomorphism on any set of the form
described in the preceding paragraph. 
We now state our main theorem, which gives a complete listing of the primitive
ideals of C∗(GT ); but we need to establish a little notation first. Recall that for
x ∈ X , the orbit r((GT )x) is denoted [x]. So
[x] = {y ∈ X : Tmx = T ny for some m,n ∈ Nk}.
We write
H(x) :=
⋃
∅6=U⊂[x]
U relatively open
{m− n : m,n ∈ Nk and Tmy = T ny for all y ∈ U}.
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We write H(x)⊥ := {z ∈ Tk : zg = 1 for all g ∈ H(x)}. We shall see later that
H(x) is a subgroup of Zk, so this usage of H(x)⊥ is consistent with the usual
notation for the annihilator in Tk of a subgroup of Zk. Our main theorem is the
following.
Theorem 3.2. Suppose that T is an action of Nk on a locally compact Hausdorff
space X by local homeomorphisms. For each x ∈ X and z ∈ Tk, there is an
irreducible representation πx,z of C
∗(GT ) on ℓ
2([x]) such that
(3.3) πx,z(f)δy =
∑
(u,g,y)∈GT
zgf(u, g, y)δu for all f ∈ Cc(GT ).
The relation on X ×Tk given by
(x, z) ∼ (y, w) if and only if [x] = [y] and zw ∈ H(x)⊥
is an equivalence relation, and ker(πx,z) = ker(πy,w) if and only if (x, z) ∼ (y, w).
The map (x, z) 7→ kerπx,z induces a bijection from (X ×Tk)/∼ to Prim(C∗(GT )).
Remark 3.3. A warning is in order. Theorem 3.2 lists the primitive ideals of
C∗(GT ), but it says nothing about the Jacobson topology. Example 3.4 below
shows that neither the map (x, z) 7→ kerπx,z nor the induced map from Q(GT )×Tk
to Prim(C∗(GT )) is open in general.
Example 3.4. Consider the directed graph E with two vertices v and w and three
edges e, f, g where e is a loop at v, g is a loop at w and f points from w to
v. We use the conventions of [10], so the infinite paths in E are e∞, g∞ and
{gnfe∞ : n = 0, 1, 2, . . .}. There are two orbits: [g∞] and [e∞]. The latter is dense
(because limn→∞ g
nfe∞ = g∞), while the former is a singleton and is closed.
As shown in [14], C∗(E) is isomorphic to C∗(GT ) where T is the shift operator
on the infinite path space E∞. Hence we can apply [10] to conclude that each
kerπe∞,z ⊂ kerπg∞,w, and if Ix,z := kerπx,z for x ∈ E∞ and z ∈ T, we have
{Ig∞,z} = {Ig∞,z} ∪ {Ie∞,w : w ∈ T}. So, for example, the set E∞ × {w ∈ T :
Re(w) > 0} is open in E∞ × T, but its image is not open in Prim(C∗(E)); and
likewise the set Q(E) × {w : Re(w) > 0} is open in Q(GE) × T, but its image is
not open in Prim(C∗(E)).
The proof of Theorem 3.2 occupies this and the next two sections, culminating
in Section 5. Our first order of business is to show that GT is always amenable.
Lemma 3.5. Let GT be the locally compact Hausdorff e´tale groupoid arising from
an action of T of Nk on X by local homeomorphisms as above. Let c : GT → Z
k
be the cocycle c(x, k, y) = k. Then both c−1(0) and GT are amenable.
Proof. For each n ∈ Nk, let Fn := {(x, 0, y) : T nx = T ny}. Then each Fn is a
closed subgroupoid containing G(0), and
c−1(0) =
⋃
n∈Nk
Fn.
In fact, each Fn is also open in G: for (x, 0, y) ∈ Fn and any neighborhoods U of x
and V of y, we have (x, 0, y) ∈ Z(U, n, n, V ) ⊂ Fn.
Since Nk acts by local homeomorphisms, for x ∈ X the set {y ∈ X : T ny = T nx}
is discrete and therefore countable. It then follows from [1, Example 2.1.4(2)]
that Fn is a properly amenable Borel groupoid, and hence Borel amenable as in
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[24, Definition 2.1]. Since Fn is open in GT , it has a continuous Haar system (by
restriction). Hence it is amenable by [24, Corollary 2.15]. It then follows from
[1, Proposition 5.3.37] that c−1(0) is measurewise amenable. Since c−1(0) is open
in GT , it too is e´tale. Hence c
−1(0) is amenable due to [1, Theorem 3.3.7].
The amenability of GT now follows from [27, Proposition 9.3]. 
Our next task is to understand the interior of the isotropy in GT . By definition
of the topology on GT this is the union of all the sets Z(U,m, n, U) such that
U ⊂ X is open and Tmx = T nx for all x ∈ U . Our approach is based on that of
[4, Section 4].
Lemma 3.6. Let T be an action of Nk on X by local homeomorphisms. For each
nonempty open set U ⊂ X, let
(3.4) ΣU := {(m,n) ∈ N
k ×Nk : Tmx = T nx for all x ∈ U}.
Then
(a) ΣU is a submonoid of N
k ×Nk.
(b) ΣU is an equivalence relation on N
k.
(c) If U ⊂ V , then ΣV ⊂ ΣU .
(d) For p ∈ Nk and U open and nonempty, we have ΣU ⊂ ΣTpU .
Proof. Clearly (0, 0) ∈ ΣU . Suppose that (m,n), (p, q) ∈ ΣU . For x ∈ U we have
(3.5) Tm+px = TmT px = TmT qx = T qTmx = T qT nx = T n+qx.
This proves (a). Statements (b) and (c) are immediate, and (d) follows from the
special case of (3.5) where p = q. 
Since our aim is identify the primitive ideals of C∗(GT ), and since Lemma 2.1
shows that every irreducible representation of C∗(GT ) factors through the restric-
tion of GT to some N
k-irreducible subset, we will often assume that X itself
(viewed as G(0)) is Nk-irreducible. In this case, we will say that T acts irreducibly.
Lemma 2.1 then implies that X has a dense orbit: X = [x] for some x ∈ X .
Lemma 3.7. Let T be an Nk-irreducible action on X by local homeomorphisms.
For all open subsets U, V ⊆ X, there exists a nonempty open set W such that
ΣU ∪ΣV ⊂ ΣW
Proof. Fix x with [x] = X . Choose y ∈ U and z ∈ V such that T ry = T sz
and T pz = T lx. Then T r+ly = T p+sz, so m = r + l and n = s + p satisfy
T nU ∩TmV 6= ∅. Since Tm and T n are local homeomorphisms, and therefore open
maps, W := TmU ∩ T nV is open. Parts (c) and (d) of Lemma 3.6 show that
ΣU ⊂ ΣTmU ⊂ ΣW and ΣV ⊂ ΣTnV ⊂ ΣW . 
Given X and T as in Lemma 3.7, let
(3.6) Σ :=
⋃
∅ 6= U ⊂ X open
ΣU .
We give Nk ×Nk the usual partial order as a subset of N2k:(
(ni)
k
i=1, (n
′
i)
k
i=1
)
≤
(
(mi)
k
i=1, (m
′
i)
k
i=1
)
if ni ≤ mi and n
′
i ≤ m
′
i for all i.
We let Σmin denote the collection of minimal elements of Σ \ {(0, 0)} with respect
to this order.
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Lemma 3.8. Let T be an irreducible action of Nk by local homeomorphisms on a
locally compact space X, and let Σ and Σmin be as above. Then Σ is a submoniod
of Nk×Nk and an equivalence relation on Nk. We have Σ = (Σ−Σ)∩ (Nk×Nk).
Furthermore, Σmin is finite and generates Σ as a monoid.
Proof. We have (0, 0) ∈ ΣX ⊂ Σ. If (m,n), (p, q) ∈ Σ, then there are nonempty
open sets U and V such that (m,n) ∈ ΣU and (p, q) ∈ ΣV . Lemma 3.7 yields
an open set W with (m,n), (p, q) ∈ ΣW . Now (m + p, n + q) ∈ ΣW ⊂ Σ by
Lemma 3.6(a), so Σ is a monoid.
To see that Σ is an equivalence relation, observe that it is reflexive and symmetric
because each ΣU is. Consider (m,n), (n, p) ∈ Σ; say (m,n) ∈ ΣU and (n, p) ∈ ΣV .
By Lemma 3.7, there is open setW with (m,n), (n, p) ∈ ΣW . Hence (m, p) ∈ ΣW ⊂
Σ by Lemma 3.6(b).
The containment Σ ⊂ (Σ−Σ)∩ (Nk ×Nk) is trivial because (0, 0) ∈ Σ and Σ ⊂
Nk×Nk. For the reverse containment, suppose that (m,n), (p, q) ∈ Σ andm−p, n−
q ∈ Nk. By Lemma 3.7 we may choose an open W such that (m,n), (p, q) ∈ ΣW .
Fix x ∈ T p+qW , say x = T p+qy. Lemma 3.6 implies first that (q, p) ∈ ΣW , and
then that (m+ q, n+ p) ∈ ΣW . Hence
Tm−px = Tm−p(T p+qy) = Tm+qy = T n+py = T n−q(T q+py) = T q−nx.
So (m− p, n− q) ∈ ΣTp+qW ⊂ Σ.
Now we argue as in [4, Proposition 4.4].1 Dickson’s Lemma [25, Theorem 5.1]
implies that Σmin is finite. We must show that each (m,n) ∈ Σ is a finite sum
of elements of Σmin. We argue by induction on |(m,n)| :=
∑k
i=1mi + ni. If
|(m,n)| = 0, the assertion is trivial. Now take (m,n) ∈ Σ \ {0}, and suppose that
each (p, q) ∈ Σ such that |(p, q)| < |(m,n)| can be written as a finite sum of elements
of Σmin. Since (m,n) 6= 0, by definition of Σmin there exists (a, b) ∈ Σmin such that
(a, b) ≤ (m,n). The preceding paragraph shows that (p, q) = (m,n) − (a, b) ∈
(Σ− Σ) ∩ (Nk ×Nk) = Σ. The induction hypothesis implies that (p, q) is a finite
sum of elements of Σmin, and then so is (m,n) = (p, q) + (a, b). 
We let
H(T ) = {m− n : (m,n) ∈ Σ } and
Y max :=
⋃
{ Y ⊂ X : Y is open and ΣY = Σ }.
(3.7)
Lemma 3.9. Let T be an irreducible action of Nk by local homeomorphisms of a
locally compact Hausdorff space X. With Σ as in (3.6), we have
(3.8) Σ = {(m,n) ∈ Nk ×Nk : m− n ∈ H(T )}.
The set Y max is nonempty and open, and is the maximal open set in X such that
ΣY max = Σ. We have T
mY max ⊂ Y max for all m ∈ Nk.
Proof. By definition, Σ ⊂ {(m,n) : m − n ∈ H(T )}. For the reverse inclusion,
suppose that m − n = p − q with (p, q) ∈ Σ. Let g = m − p ∈ Zk. Fix a, b ∈ Nk
such that g = a − b. Then both (p + a, q + a) and (b, b) belong to Σ. Hence
Lemma 3.8 implies that
(m,n) = (p+ g, q + g) = (p+ a, q + a)− (b, b) ∈ (Σ− Σ) ∩ (Nk ×Nk) = Σ.
1Though in [4, Proposition 4.4], the crucial use, in the induction, of the fact that Σ = (Σ −
Σ) ∩ (Nk ×Nk) is not made explicit.
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This establishes (3.8).
Now |Σmin|−1 applications of Lemma 3.7 give a nonempty open set Y such that
Σmin ⊂ ΣY . Since ΣY is monoid by Lemma 3.6, we have ΣY = Σ by Lemma 3.8.
It now follows that Y max is open and nonempty. It is clearly maximal. Each
TmY max ⊂ Y max by Lemma 3.6(d) and the definition of Y max. 
Proposition 3.10. Let T be an irreducible action of Nk by local homeomorphisms
of a locally compact Hausdorff space X, and let GT be the associated Deaconu–
Renault groupoid (as in (3.1)). The set H(T ) of (3.7) is a subgroup of Zk. Let Σ
be as in (3.6), and let Y ⊂ X be an open set such that ΣY = Σ and T pY ⊂ Y for
all p ∈ Nk. Then Iso(GT |Y )
◦ = {(x, g, x) : x ∈ Y and g ∈ H(T )}, and Iso(GT |Y )
◦
is closed in GT |Y .
Proof. Since Σ is an equivalence relation, 0 belongs to H(T ), and g ∈ H(T ) implies
−g ∈ H(T ). Suppose that m,n ∈ H(T ), say m = p1 − q1 and n = p2 − q2 with
(pi, qi) ∈ Σ. Lemma 3.8 implies that (p1 + p2, q1 + q2) ∈ Σ, and therefore that
m+ n = p1 + p2 − q1 − q2 belongs to H(T ). So H(T ) is a subgroup of Zk.
Take x ∈ Y and g ∈ H(T ). By Lemma 3.9, there exists (p, q) ∈ Σ such that
g = p − q. Choose an open neighbourhood U of x in Y on which T p and T q are
homeomorphisms. By choice of Y we have T py = T qy for all y ∈ U , and hence
{(y, g, y) : y ∈ U} = Z(U, p, q, U) is an open neighbourhood of (x, g, x) contained
in {(y, g, y) : y ∈ Y, g ∈ H(T )}. So {(y, g, y) : y ∈ Y, g ∈ H(T )} ⊂ Iso(GT )
◦. For
the reverse inclusion, suppose that (z, h, z) ∈ Iso(G)◦. By Lemma 3.1, there exist
m,n ∈ Nk and open sets U, V ⊂ Y such that (z, h, z) ∈ Z(U,m, n, V ) ⊂ Iso(GT )
with TmU = T nV . So Tmx = T nx for all x ∈ U , and then (m,n) ∈ ΣU ⊂ Σ. Thus
h ∈ H(T ) as required.
An application of [15, Proposition 2.1] to the Zk-valued cocycle c : (x, g, x) 7→ g
on GT |Y shows that Iso(GT |Y )◦ is closed. 
Remark 3.11. We have an opportunity to fill a gap in the literature. The penulti-
mate paragraph of the proof of the proof of [4, Theorem 5.3], appeals to [4, Corol-
lary 2.8]. But unfortunately, the authors forgot to verify the hypothesis of [4, Corol-
lary 2.8] that Γ should be aperiodic. We rectify this using our results above. Using
the definition of aperiodicity of Γ [4, page 2575] and of the groupoid GΓ of Γ
[4, page 2573] as in the proof of [4, Corollary 2.8], we see that Γ is aperiodic if
and only if GΓ is topologically principal. In the situation of [4, Theorem 5.3], the
groupoid GHΛT discussed there is the restriction of the Deaconu–Renault groupoid
GΛT to Y = HΛ
∞ which has the properties required of Y in Proposition 3.10 (see
[4, Theorem 4.2(2)]), and so Proposition 3.10 shows that Iso(GHΛT )
◦ is closed. It is
easy to check that GΓ is isomorphic to GHΛT / Iso(GHΛT )
◦. So Proposition 2.6(e)
shows that GΓ is topologically principal and hence that Γ is aperiodic as required.
Corollary 3.12. Let T be an irreducible action of Nk by local homeomorphisms
on a locally compact Hausdorff space X. Let Σ and H(T ) be as in (3.6) and (3.7).
Suppose that Y is an open subset of X such that T pY ⊂ Y for all p and such that
ΣY = Σ.
(a) Regard Cc(GT |Y ) as a subalgebra of Cc(GT ). The identity map extends to a
monomorphism ι : C∗(GT |Y ) → C∗(GT ), and ι(C∗(GT |Y )) is a hereditary
subalgebra of C∗(GT ).
(b) The map π 7→ π ◦ ι is a bijection from the collection of irreducible represen-
tations of C∗(GT ) that are injective on C0(X) to the space of irreducible
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representations of C∗(GT |Y ) that are injective on C0(Y ). Moreover, the
map kerπ 7→ ker(π ◦ ι) is a homeomorphism from
{
I ∈ PrimC∗(GT ) :
I ∩ C0(X) = {0}
}
onto
{
J ∈ PrimC∗(GT |Y ) : J ∩ C0(Y ) = {0}
}
.
Proof. The inclusion Cc(GT |Y ) →֒ Cc(GT ) is a ∗-homomorphism and continuous
in the inductive-limit topology. Hence we get a homomorphism ι. Fix x ∈ Y . Let
Lx be the regular representation of C∗(GT ) on ℓ
2((GT )x). Then L
x ◦ ι leaves the
subspace ℓ2{(y, g, x) ∈ GT : y ∈ Y }) invariant. Hence Lx ◦ ι is equivalent to LxY ⊕ 0
where LxY is the corresponding regular representation of C
∗(GT |Y ). Since GT and
GT |Y are both amenable by Lemma 3.5, ι is isometric and hence a monomorphism.
Let {fi} be an approximate identity for C0(Y ). For f ∈ Cc(GT ) we have fiffi ∈
Cc(GT |Y ). Thus ι(C∗(GT |Y )) is the closure of
⋃
i fiC
∗(GT )fi. It follows easily
that the image of ι is a hereditary subalgebra of C∗(GT ) as claimed.
If π is an irreducible representation of C∗(GT ) that is injective on C0(X),
then it does not vanish on the ideal IY in C
∗(GT ) generated by C0(Y ). Clearly,
ι(C∗(GT |Y )) is Morita equivalent to IY , and restriction of representations im-
plements Rieffel induction from IY to ι(C
∗(GT |Y )). Since Rieffel induction be-
tween Morita equivalent C∗-algebras takes irreducibles to irreducibles ([21, Corol-
lary 3.32]) and since π|IY is irreducible ([2, Theorem 1.3.4]), π ◦ ι is irreducible
and clearly injective on C0(Y ). If ρ is an irreducible representation of C
∗(GT |Y ),
then it extends to an irreducible representation of IY . Since IY is an ideal, this
representation extends to a (necessarily irreducible) representation π of C∗(GT )
such that ρ = π ◦ ι. The kernel of π|C0(X) is proper and has N
k-invariant support.
Since T acts irreducibly, C0(X) is GT -simple, and so ker
(
π|C0(X)
)
= {0} and we
obtain the required bijection.
The remaining assertion follows from this bijection and the Rieffel correspon-
dence (see [21, Corollary 3.33(a)]). 
4. The primitive ideals of the C∗-algebra of an irreducible
Deaconu–Renault groupoid
In this section we specialize to the situation where T is an irreducible action of
Nk on a locally compact Hausdorff space Y with the property that, in the notation
of (3.6), ΣY = Σ. We then have Σ = ΣU for all nonempty open subsets U of Y by
Lemma 3.6. Lemma 3.9 says that m−n ∈ H(T ) implies Tmx = T nx for all x ∈ Y ;
and Proposition 3.10 gives
Iso(GT )
◦ = {(x, g, x) : x ∈ Y and g ∈ H(T )}.
We show that under these hypotheses, the primitive ideals of C∗(GT ) with trivial
intersection with C0(Y ) are indexed by characters ofH(T ). More precisely, we show
that the irreducible representations of C∗(GT ) that are faithful on C0(Y ) are in-
dexed by pairs (π, χ) where π is an irreducible representation of C∗(GT / Iso(GT )
◦)
and χ is a character of H(T ). Our approach is to exhibit C∗(GT ) as an induced
algebra. Recall from Proposition 3.10 that Iso(GT )
◦ is closed in GT , so Proposi-
tion 2.6 gives a homomorphism κ : C∗(GT )→ C∗(GT / Iso(GT )◦).
Lemma 4.1. Suppose that T is an irreducible action of Nk on a locally compact
space Y such that ΣY = Σ. There is an action α of T
k on C∗(GT ) such that
αz(f)(x, g, y) = z
gf(x, g, y) for f ∈ Cc(GT ). Let κ : C∗(GT )→ C∗(GT / Iso(GT )◦)
be the homomorphism of Proposition 2.6. There is an action α˜ of H(T )⊥ on
C∗(GT / Iso(GT )
◦) such that α˜z ◦ κ = κ ◦ αz for all z ∈ H(T )
⊥ ⊂ Tk.
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If z¯w /∈ H(T )⊥, then
(
ker(κ ◦ αz) + ker(κ ◦ αw)
)
∩ C0(Y ) 6= {0}. We have
ker(κ ◦ αz) = ker(κ ◦ αw) if and only if z¯w ∈ H(T )⊥.
Proof. Let c : GT → Zk be the canonical cocycle c(x, g, y) = g. The formula
αz(f)(γ) = z
c(γ)f(γ) defines a ∗-homomorphism αz : Cc(GT ) → Cc(GT ). This
αz is trivially I-norm preserving, so extends to αz : C
∗(GT ) → C
∗(GT ). Since
αz¯ is an inverse for αz, we have αz ∈ Aut(C∗(GT )). The map z 7→ αz is a
homomorphism because αzw and αz ◦ αw agree on each Cc(c−1(g)). To see that
z 7→ αz is strongly continuous, first note that if f ∈ Cc(GT ) is supported on c−1(g),
then each αz(f) = z
gf , so z 7→ αz(f) is continuous. Since each f ∈ Cc(GT ) is a
finite linear combination f =
∑
supp(f)∩c−1(g) 6=∅ f |c−1(g) of such functions, z 7→
αz(f) is continuous for each f ∈ Cc(GT ). Now an ε/3 argument shows that z 7→ αz
is strongly continuous.
Let q : Zk → Zk/H(T ) be the quotient map. We have,
Iso(GT )
◦ = {(x, g, x) : x ∈ Y and g ∈ H(T )}.
Identify GT / Iso(GT )
◦ with {(x, q(g), y) : (x, g, y) ∈ GT } ⊂ Y × (Zk/H(T ))× Y .
Proposition 2.5 implies that the quotient map from GT onto GT / Iso(GT )
◦ is
continuous and open, so the sets
Z(U, q(m), q(n), V ) = {(x, q(m− n), y) : x ∈ U , y ∈ V and Tmx = T ny}
are a basis for the topology on GT / Iso(GT )
◦ (this makes sense because Tmx =
T ny if and only if Tm+ax = T n+by whenever a − b ∈ H(T )). Arguing as in
the first paragraph, we get an action α˜ of H(T )⊥ on C∗(GT / Iso(GT )
◦) such that
α˜z(f)(x, q(g), y) = z
gf(x, q(g), y) for f ∈ Cc(GT / Iso(GT )◦). For f ∈ Cc(GT ), it is
easy to check that α˜z ◦κ(f) = κ ◦αz(f) for z ∈ H(T )⊥. This identity then extends
by continuity to all of C∗(GT ).
Suppose that z¯w /∈ H(T )⊥. Choose n ∈ H(T ) such that zn 6= wn. Fix a
nonzero function f ∈ Cc(Y ) and define fn ∈ Cc({(x, n, x) : x ∈ Y } ⊂ Cc(GT )
by fn(x, n, x) = f(x, 0, x) for all x ∈ Y . Then w
nf − fn ∈ ker(κ ◦ αw) and
znf−fn ∈ ker(κ◦αz). Hence (zn−wn)f ∈
(
ker(κ◦αz)+ker(κ◦αw)
)
∩C0(Y )\{0}
by choice of n. This proves the second-last statement of the lemma.
Since each of κ ◦ αz and κ ◦ αw is injective on C0(Y ), this also proves the
(contrapositive of the) implication =⇒ in the final statement of the lemma. For
the reverse implication, suppose that z¯w ∈ H(T )⊥. Then
ker(κ ◦ αw) = ker(κ ◦ αz¯w ◦ αz) = ker(α˜z¯w ◦ κ ◦ αz) = ker(κ ◦ αz). 
The final assertion of Lemma 4.1 ensures that we can form the induced algebra
IndT
k
H(T )⊥
(
C∗(GT / Iso(GT )
◦), α˜
)
, namely
{s ∈ C(Tk, C∗(GT / Iso(GT )
◦) : s(wz) = α˜z(s(w)) for all w ∈ T
k and z ∈ H(T )⊥}.
Induced algebras have a well-understood structure. Some of their elementary prop-
erties (in particular, the ones that we rely upon) are discussed in [21, §6.3].
Before proving the next result, we recall some basic results from abelian harmonic
analysis. We write Cc(H(T )) for the set of finitely supported functions on H(T ).
If ϕ ∈ Cc(H(T )), then its Fourier transform ϕˆ ∈ C(Tk) is given by
ϕˆ(z) =
∑
n∈H(T )
ϕ(n)zn,
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and is constant on H(T )⊥ cosets. Taking a few liberties with notation and termi-
nology, we regard ϕˆ as an element of C(Tk/H(T )⊥). The general theory implies
that {ϕˆ : ϕ ∈ Cc(H(T ))} is a (uniformly) dense subalgebra of C(Tk/H(T )⊥).
Lemma 4.2. Let T be an irreducible action of Nk on a locally compact space
Y by local homeomorphisms, and suppose that ΣY = Σ. If (x, g, y) ∈ GT , then
(x, g + n, y) ∈ GT for all n ∈ H(T ).
Proof. Let (x, g, y) = (x, p − q, y) with T px = T qy. Fix n ∈ H(T ). Then n =
n+ − n− with (n+, n−) ∈ Σ = ΣY . Hence T n+z = T n−z for all z ∈ Y , giving
T p+n+x = T n+T px = T n+T qy = T n−T qy = T q+n−y.
Hence (x, g + n, y) = (x, (p + n+)− (q + n−), y) ∈ GT . 
Because of Lemma 4.2, we can define a left action of Cc(H(T )) on Cc(GT ) by
(4.1) ϕ · f(x, g, y) :=
∑
n∈H(T )
ϕ(n)f(x, g − n, y).
Lemma 4.3. Let T be an irreducible action of Nk on a locally compact space Y by
local homeomorphisms such that ΣY = Σ, and let κ : C
∗(GT )→ C∗(GT / Iso(GT )◦)
be as in Proposition 2.6. Then
κ(αz(ϕ · f)) = ϕˆ(z)κ(αz(f))
for all f ∈ Cc(GT ), all z ∈ Tk, and all ϕ ∈ Cc(H(T )).
Proof. We compute:
κ(αz(ϕ · f))(x, q(g), y) =
∑
m∈H(T )
αz(ϕ · f)(x, g +m, y)
=
∑
m∈H(T )
zg+mϕ · f(x, g +m, y)
=
∑
m∈H(T )
∑
n∈H(T )
zg+mϕ(n)f(x, g +m− n, y).
Since both sums are finite and we can interchange the order of summations at will,
we may continue the calculation:
=
∑
m∈H(T )
∑
n∈H(T )
zg+m+nϕ(n)f(x, g +m, y)
=
∑
m∈H(T )
zg+mϕˆ(z)f(x, g +m, y)
= ϕˆ(z)κ(αz(f))(x, q(g), y). 
Proposition 4.4. Let T be an irreducible action of Nk on a locally compact space
Y by local homeomorphisms, and suppose that ΣY = Σ. Let
α : Tk → AutC∗(GT ) and α˜ : H(T )
⊥ → AutC∗(GT / Iso(GT )
◦)
be as in Lemma 4.1, and let κ : C∗(GT ) → C∗(GT / Iso(GT )◦) be as in Proposi-
tion 2.6. There is an isomorphism Φ : C∗(GT ) → Ind
T
k
H(T )⊥(C
∗(GT / Iso(GT )
◦), α˜)
such that Φ(a)(z) = κ(αz(a)) for a ∈ C∗(GT ) and all z ∈ T.
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Proof. For a ∈ C∗(GT ), the map z 7→ κ(αz(a)) is continuous by continuity of α.
Take f ∈ Cc(GT ), w ∈ Tk and z ∈ H(T )⊥. Lemma 4.1 gives α˜z ◦κ = κ◦αz. Hence
Φ(f)(wz) = κ(αwz(f)) = κ(αz(αw(f))) = α˜zκ(αw(f)) = α˜z(Φ(f)(w)).
Thus Φ takes values in IndT
k
H(T )⊥(C
∗(GT / Iso(GT )
◦), α˜). It is not hard to check
that Φ is a homomorphism.
To see that Φ is injective we use an averaging argument. Let Tk act on the
left of IndT
k
H(T )⊥(C
∗(GT / Iso(GT )
◦), α˜) by left translation: ltz(c)(w) = c(z¯w). We
have Φ ◦ αz = ltz¯ ◦Φ. So the standard argument involving the faithful condi-
tional expectations obtained from averaging over Tk actions (see, for example,
[26, Lemma 3.13]) shows that it is sufficient to check that Φ restricts to an injec-
tion on C∗(GT )
α.
If f ∈ Cc(GT ), then arguing as in [28, Lemma 1.108], we have
∫
Tk
αz(f) dz ∈
Cc(GT ) and for γ ∈ GT ,(∫
Tk
αz(f) dz
)
(γ) =
∫
Tk
αz(f)(γ) dz =
(∫
Tk
zc(γ) dz
)
f(γ)
=
{
f(γ) if γ ∈ c−1(0)
0 otherwise.
It follows that C∗(GT )
α = Cc(c−1(0)) ⊂ C
∗(GT ). Thus the inclusion map induces
a monomorphism ρ : C∗(c−1(0)) → C∗(GT ) whose image is exactly C∗(GT )α. To
see that Φ|C∗(G)α is injective, it suffices to show that Φ◦ρ is injective. Since c
−1(0)
is amenable by Lemma 3.5 and principal by construction, [6, Theorem 4.4] implies
that we need only show that (Φ◦ρ)|C0(Y ) is injective. As ρ restricts to the canonical
inclusion C0(Y ) →֒ C∗(GT )α, it is enough to verify that Φ is injective on C0(Y ).
The homomorphism κ ◦ αz restricts to the identity map of C0(Y ) ⊂ C∗(GT ) onto
C0(Y ) ⊂ C∗(GT / Iso(GT )◦). So if f ∈ C0(Y ), z ∈ Tk and b ∈ GT / Iso(GT )◦, then
Φ(f)(z)(b) = κ(αz(f))(b) =
{
f(x) if b = (x, 0, x) ∈ (GT / Iso(GT )◦)(0)
0 otherwise.
Thus if Φ(f) = 0, then f = 0. This completes the proof that Φ is injective.
We still have to show that Φ is surjective. Lemma 4.3 implies that if ϕ ∈
Cc(H(T )) and f ∈ Cc(GT ), then ϕˆ · Φ(f) = Φ(ϕ · f) for the obvious action of
C(Tk/H(T )) on the induced algebra. Since {ϕˆ : ϕ ∈ Cc(H(T ))} is dense in
C(Tk/H(T )) it follows that the range of Φ is a C(Tk/H(T ))-submodule. So it
suffices to show that the range of κ ◦ αz contains Cc(GT / Iso(GT )◦).
For this, fix g ∈ Zk and f ∈ c˜−1(q(g)); it suffices to show that f is in the range
of π ◦ αz. Define h ∈ Cc(GT ) by
h(γ) =
{
zgf(q˜(γ)) if c(γ) = g
0 otherwise.
Then h is continuous because each c−1(g) is clopen in GT ; and κ(αz(h)) = f . 
We now aim to apply [21, Proposition 6.6], which describes the primitive-ideal
space of an induced algebra, to describe the topology of Prim(C∗(GT )) for a special
class ofNk-actions T . To achieve this we first describe, in Lemma 4.6, the Jacobson
topology on Prim(C∗(G)) when G is an amenable e´tale Hausdorff groupoid whose
reduction to any closed invariant set is topologically principal. This topology is
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also described by [23, Corollary 4.9], but the statement given there is not quite the
one we need.
Lemma 4.5. Let G be a second-countable locally compact Hausdorff e´tale groupoid,
and fix x ∈ G(0). There is an irreducible representation ω[x] : C
∗(G) → B(ℓ2([x]))
satisfying ω[x](f)δy =
∑
s(γ)=y f(γ)δr(γ) for all f ∈ Cc(G). If G is topologically
principal and amenable and if [x] is dense in G(0), then ω[x] is faithful, and hence
C∗(G) is primitive.
Proof. Let Ex denote the 1-dimensional representation of the group G
x
x. Then
ω[x] := Ind
G
{x}Ex is a representation satisfying the desired formula.
2 Hence ω[x] is
irreducible by [12, Theorem 5].
Now suppose that G is amenable and topologically principal with [x] dense in
G(0). Then clearly ω[x] is faithful on C0(G
(0)). So [6, Theorem 4.4] says that it is
faithful on C∗(G), whence C∗(G) is primitive. 
Recall that the quasi-orbit space Q(G) = { [x] : x ∈ G(0) } carries the quotient
topology for the map q : G(0) → Q(G) that identifies u with v exactly when [u] and
[v] have the same closure in G(0). In particular, if S ⊂ Q(G), then S = { q(x) : x ∈
q−1(S) }.
Lemma 4.6. Let G be an amenable, e´tale Hausdorff groupoid and suppose that
G|X is topologically principal for every closed invariant subset X of the unit space
3
For x ∈ G(0), let ωx be the irreducible representation of Lemma 4.5. The map
x 7→ kerωx from G(0) to Prim(C∗(G)) descends to a homeomorphism of the quasi-
orbit space Q(G) onto Prim(C∗(G)).
Proof. For x ∈ G(0), we have kerωx ∩ C0(G(0)) = C0(G(0) \ [x]). Since G|X is
topologically principal for every closed invariant subset X ⊂ G(0), [23, Corol-
lary 4.9]4 therefore implies that kerωx = kerωy if and only if [x] = [y]. Hence
x 7→ kerωx descends to a well-defined injection [x] 7→ kerωx. To see that it is
surjective, observe that if π is an irreducible representation of C∗(G), then Propo-
sition 2.4 implies that kerπ ∩C0(G
(0)) = C0(G
(0) \ [x]) for some x ∈ G(0). That is,
kerπ ∩C0(G(0)) = kerωx ∩C0(G(0)), and then [23, Corollary 4.9] again shows that
kerπ = kerωx.
To show that [x] 7→ kerωx is a homeomorphism, it suffices to take a set S ⊂
Q(G) and an element x ∈ G(0) and show that [x] ∈ S if and only if kerωx ∈
{kerωy : q(y) ∈ S}; for then S ⊂ Q(G) is closed if and only if its image {kerωy :
q(y) ∈ S} is closed in Prim(C∗(G)).
Fix S ⊂ Q(G) and x ∈ G(0). We have
{ kerωy : q(y) ∈ S } = {kerωz :
⋂
q(y)∈S
kerωy ⊂ kerωz}.
2This is also the representation described in [3, Proposition 5.2].
3Although the term has been used inconsistently, in [23] for example, one says the G-action
on G(0) is essentially free.
4Specifically, [23, Corollary 4.9] applied to the groupoid dynamical system (G,Σ,A ) where Σ
is the bundle of trivial groups over G(0) and A is the trivial bundle G(0) × C of 1-dimensional
C∗-algebras—see also [3, Corollary 5.9].
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Using [23, Corollary 4.9] again, we deduce that kerωx ∈ { kerωy : q(y) ∈ S } if and
only if
(⋂
q(y)∈S kerωy
)
∩C0(G(0)) ⊂ kerωx ∩ C0(G(0)). We have( ⋂
q(y)∈S
kerωy
)
∩ C0(G
(0)) = { f ∈ C0(G
(0)) : f |q−1(S) = 0 }
= { f ∈ C0(G
(0)) : f |
q−1(S) = 0 }.
On the other hand,
kerωx ∩ C0(G
(0)) = { f ∈ C0(G
(0)) : f |[x] = 0 }.
Hence kerωx ∈ {kerωy : y ∈
⋃
S} if and only if [x] ⊂ q−1(S), and this is equivalent
to q(x) ∈ S = { q(x) : x ∈ q−1(S) } since q−1(S) is closed and invariant. 
For the next result, recall that the quotient map q : G → G/ Iso(G)◦ re-
stricts to a homeomorphism of unit spaces. Since q also preserves the range and
source maps, it carriesG-orbits bijectively to the corresponding (G/ Iso(G)◦)-orbits,
and therefore carries orbit closures in G to the corresponding orbit closures in
G/ Iso(G)◦. Hence the identification G(0) = G/ Iso(G)◦ induces a homeomorphism
Q(G) ∼= Q(G/ Iso(G)◦).
Theorem 4.7. Let T be an irreducible action of Nk on a locally compact space
Y by local homeomorphisms such that, in the notation of (3.6), ΣY = Σ. Suppose
that for every y ∈ Y , the set
Σ[y] := {(m,n) ∈ N
k ×Nk : Tmx = T nx for all x ∈ [y]}
satisfies Σ[y] = Σ. Let α : T
k → AutC∗(GT ) be as in Lemma 4.1, and let κ :
C∗(GT )→ C∗(GT / Iso(GT )◦) be as in Proposition 2.6. For y ∈ (GT / Iso(GT )◦)(0),
let ωx be the irreducible representation of C
∗(GT ) described in Lemma 4.5. The map
(y, z) 7→ ker(ωy ◦αz) from Y ×Tk to Prim(C∗(GT )) descends to a homeomorphism
Q(GT )×H(T )
∧ ∼= Prim(C∗(GT )).
Proof. Let Φ : C∗(GT ) → Ind
T
k
H(T )⊥(C
∗(GT / Iso(GT )
◦), α˜) be the isomorphism
of Proposition 4.4. For each y ∈ Y , let ω˜y be the irreducible representation of
C∗(GT / Iso(GT )
◦) obtained from Lemma 4.5. Observe that ω˜y ◦ κ = ωy. We have
Φ(ker(ωy ◦ αz)) = {s ∈ Ind
T
k
H(T )⊥(C
∗(GT / Iso(GT )
◦), α˜) : f(z) ∈ ker ω˜y}.
Write εz for the homomorphism of the induced algebra onto C
∗(GT / Iso(GT )
◦)
given by evaluation at z. It now suffices to show that
(4.2) (y, z) 7→ ker
(
ω˜y ◦ εz
)
induces a homeomorphism of Q(GT )×H(T )
∧ onto the primitive ideal space of the
induced algebra.
Proposition 3.10 combined with the hypothesis that each Σ[y] = Σ ensures that
Iso(G)◦|[y] = Iso(G|[y])
◦ for each y. Hence Proposition 2.5 ensures that the reduc-
tion of GT / Iso(GT )
◦ to any orbit closure, and hence to any closed invariant set, is
topologically principal. Now Lemma 4.6 implies that ker(ω˜y ◦ εz) = ker(ω˜x ◦ εz) if
and only if [y] = [x]. So the map (4.2) descends to a map ([y], z) 7→ ker
(
ω˜y ◦ εz
)
.
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Composing this with the homeomorphism of Lemma 4.6 shows that (4.2) induces
a well-defined map
M : (ker π˜ω , z) 7→ ker
(
ω˜y ◦ εz
)
.
An application of Proposition 6.16 of [21]—or, rather, of the obvious primitive-ideal
version of that result—shows that M induces a homeomorphism of the quotient of
(Prim(C∗(GT / Iso(GT )
◦))×Tk) by the diagonal action ofH(T )⊥ onto the primitive
ideal space of the induced algebra. Since the action ofH(T )⊥ onTk is by translation
and has quotient H(T )
∧
, it now suffices to show that the action of H(T )⊥ on
Prim
(
C∗(GT / Iso(GT )
◦)
)
is trivial. Since α˜z fixes C0(G
(0)) ⊂ C∗(GT / Iso(GT )◦)
pointwise, for any ideal I of C∗(GT / Iso(GT )
◦), we have α˜z(I) ∩ C0(G(0)) = I ∩
C0(G
(0)), and then [23, Corollary 4.9] implies that α˜z(I) = I. So H(T )
⊥ acts
trivially on Prim
(
C∗(GT / Iso(GT )
◦)
)
. 
5. The Primitive Ideals of the C∗-algebra of a Deaconu–Renault
groupoid
In this section, our aim is to catalogue the primitive ideals of C∗(GT ). We
need to refine our notation from Section 4 to accommodate actions which are not
necessarily irreducible.
Notation. Let T be an action of Nk on a locally compact space X by local homeo-
morphisms. Recall that for x ∈ X ,
[x] = {y ∈ X : Tmx = T ny for some m,n ∈ Nk}.
For x ∈ X and U ⊂ [x] relatively open, let
Σ(x)U := {(m,n) ∈ N
k ×Nk : Tmy = T ny for all y ∈ U},
and define
Σ(x) :=
⋃
U Σ(x)U .
Lemma 3.9 implies that
Y (x) :=
⋃
{Y ⊂ [x] : Y is relatively open and Σ(x)Y = Σ(x)}
is nonempty and is the maximal relatively open subset of [x] such that Σ(x)Y (x) =
Σ(x). Proposition 3.10 implies that
H(x) := H(T |[x]) = {m− n : (m,n) ∈ Σ(x)}
is a subgroup of Zk. To lighten notation, set I(x) := Iso(GT |Y (x))
◦. Proposi-
tion 3.10 says that
I(x) = {(y, g, y) : y ∈ Y (x) and g ∈ H(x)},
and is a closed subset of GT |Y (x).
Lemma 5.1. Let T be an action of Nk on a locally compact Hausdorff space X by
local homeomorphisms. For x, y ∈ X, we have Y (x) = Y (y) if and only if [x] = [y].
Proof. The “if” direction is trivial. Suppose that Y (x) = Y (y). By symmetry, it
suffices to show that y ∈ [x]. Since Y (x) = Y (y) is open in [y], we have Y (x)∩ [y] 6=
∅. Since Y (x) ⊂ [x], and [x] is GT -invariant, we deduce that y ∈ [x]. 
The key to the proof of our main theorem is the following result, which works
at the level of irreducible representations.
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Theorem 5.2. Let T be an action of Nk on a locally compact Hausdorff space X
by local homeomorphisms. Take x ∈ X and z ∈ Tk. Suppose that ρ is a faithful
irreducible representation of C∗(GT |Y (x)/I(x)). Let ι : C
∗(GT |Y (x)) → C
∗(GT ) be
the inclusion of Corollary 3.12. Let
Φ : C∗(GT |Y (x))→ Ind
T
k
H(x)⊥(C
∗(GT |Y (x)/I(x)), α˜)
be the isomorphism of Proposition 4.4, and let
εz : Ind
T
k
H(x)⊥
(
C∗(GT |Y (x)/I(x)), α˜
)
→ C∗(GT |Y (x)/I(x))
denote evaluation at z. Let Rx : C
∗(GT ) → C∗(GT |
[x]
) be the homomorphism in-
duced by restriction of compactly supported functions. There is a unique irreducible
representation πx,z,ρ of C
∗(GT ) such that
(a) πx,z,ρ factors through Rx, and
(b) the representation π0x,z,ρ of C
∗(GT |
[x]
) such that πx,z,ρ = π
0
x,z,ρ ◦Rx satisfies
π0x,z,ρ ◦ ι = ρ ◦ εz ◦ Φ.
Every irreducible representation of C∗(GT ) has the form πx,z,ρ for some x, z, ρ.
Proof. The representation ρ◦ εz ◦Φ is an irreducible representation of C∗(GT |Y (x)),
and is injective on C0(Y (x)) because both Φ and εz restrict to injections on
C0(Y (x)). Corollary 3.12(b) applied to Y (x) ⊂ [x] yields a unique representation
π0x,z,ρ of C
∗(GT |
[x]
) such that π0x,z,ρ ◦ ι = ρ ◦ εz ◦Φ. The set [x] is a closed invariant
set in X . As in Proposition 2.4, restriction of functions induces a homomorphism
Rx : C
∗(GT )→ C∗(GT |
[x]
). Now πx,z,ρ := π
0
x,z,ρ ◦Rx satisfies (a) and (b).
For uniqueness, take a representation ϕ of C∗(GT ) satisfying (a) and (b). Then
ϕ vanishes on the ideal generated by C0(X \ [x]) which is precisely the kernel of
Rx by Proposition 2.4. So ϕ = ϕ0 ◦ Rx for some irreducible representation ϕ0 of
C∗(GT |
[x]
) satisfying ϕ0 ◦ ι = ρ ◦ εz ◦ Φ. We saw in the preceding paragraph that
π0x,z,ρ is the unique such representation, so ϕ
0 = π0x,z,ρ and hence ϕ = πx,z,ρ.
To see that every irreducible representation of C∗(GT ) has the form πx,z,ρ, fix
an irreducible representation ϕ of C∗(GT ). Since it is irreducible, Proposition 2.4
implies that ϕ = ϕ0 ◦Rx for some x ∈ X and some irreducible representation ϕ0 of
C∗(GT |
[x]
) that is faithful on C0([x]). Since Φ is an isomorphism, Corollary 3.12(b)
implies that ϕ0 is uniquely determined by ϕ0 ◦ ι ◦ Φ−1, which is an irreducible
representation of IndT
k
H(x)⊥(C
∗(GT |Y (x)/I(x)), α˜) that is faithful on C0(Y (x)). By
[21, Proposition 6.16], there exists z such that ker(εz) ⊂ kerϕ0 ◦ ι ◦ Φ−1, and then
ϕ0 ◦ ι ◦Φ−1 descends to an irreducible representation ρ of C∗(GT |Y (x)/I(x)). That
is ρ◦εz = ϕ0 ◦ ι◦Φ−1. Post-composing with Φ on both sides of this equation shows
that ϕ0 ◦ ι = ρ ◦ εz ◦ Φ. So we now need only prove that ρ is faithful.
Since ϕ0 is faithful on C0([x]), the composition ϕ
0◦ι◦Φ−1 is faithful on C0(Y (x)),
and hence ρ is faithful on C0(Y (x)) = C0
(
(GT |Y (x)/I(x))
(0)
)
. Proposition 2.5(e)
implies that GT |Y (x)/I(x) is topologically principal, and Proposition 2.5(f) com-
bined with Lemma 3.5 implies that GT |Y (x)/I(x) is amenable. So [6, Theorem 4.4]
implies that ρ is faithful as claimed. 
Proof of Theorem 3.2. Fix x ∈ G
(0)
T and z ∈ T
k. Let αz ∈ Aut(C∗(GT )) be
the automorphism of Lemma 4.1, and let ω[x] be the irreducible representation of
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Lemma 4.5. Then πx,z := ω[x] ◦ αz is an irreducible representation satisfying (3.3).
Furthermore πx,z|C0(G(0)) has support [x].
It is clear that the relation ∼ is an equivalence relation. To see that kerπx,z =
kerπy,w if and only if [x] = [y] and zw ∈ H(x)⊥, first suppose that [x] 6= [w]. Then
kerπx,z ∩ C0(X) 6= kerπy,w ∩ C0(X).
Second, suppose that [x] = [y] but zw 6∈ H(x). Then πx,z and πy,w descend to
representations π0x,z and π
0
y,w of C
∗(GT |
[x]
). Corollary 3.12(b) implies that their
kernels are equal if and only if the kernels of π0x,z◦ι and π
0
y,w◦ι are equal. Lemma 5.1
shows that Y (x) = Y (y), and for f ∈ Cc(GT |Y (x)) = Cc(GT |Y (y)), we have
π0x,z ◦ ι(f)δy =
∑
(u,g,y)∈GT |Y (x)
zgf(u, g, y)δu.
Lemma 4.2 shows that for n ∈ H(x),∑
(u,g,y)∈GT |Y (x)
zgf(u, g, y)δu =
∑
(u,g+n,y)∈GT |Y (x)
zgf(u, g, y)δu.
As in Lemma 4.3, for ϕ ∈ Cc(H(x)) and f ∈ Cc(GT |Y (x)), we have πx,z ◦ ι(ϕ · f) =
ϕˆ(z)(πx,z◦ι)(f) and πy,w◦ι(ϕ·f) = ϕˆ(w)(πy,w◦ι)(f). Choose ϕ such that ϕˆ(w) = 0
and ϕˆ(z) 6= 0, and choose f ∈ Cc(Y (x)) such that f(x) = 1. Then πy,w ◦ ι(ϕ ·f) = 0
whereas πx,z(ϕ · f)δx = ϕˆ(z)δx 6= 0. So the kernels are not equal.
Third, suppose that [x] = [y] and zw ∈ H(x)⊥. Again Lemma 5.1 shows
that Y (x) = Y (y). Let π[x] and π[y] be the faithful irreducible representations
of C∗(GT |Y (x)/I(x)) = C
∗(GT |Y (y)/I(y)) described by Lemma 4.5. It is routine to
check that π0x,z ◦ ι = ω[x] ◦ εz ◦Φ and π
0
y,w ◦ ι = ω[y] ◦ εw ◦ Φ. We have
ω[x] ◦ εz ◦ Φ ◦ α˜zw = ω[x] ◦ εw ◦ Φ.
Since α˜zw is an automorphism, we deduce that ker(ω[x] ◦εz ◦Φ) = ker(ω[y] ◦εw ◦Φ).
Thus ker(π0x,z ◦ ι) = ker(π
0
y,w ◦ ι). Now Corollary 3.12(b) implies that π
0
x,z and π
0
y,w
have the same kernel. Since [x] = [y], we have Rx = Ry, and so
kerπx,z = R
−1
x (kerπ
0
x,z) = R
−1
y (kerπ
0
y,w) = kerπy,w.
It remains to show that (x, z) 7→ kerπx,z is surjective. Fix a primitive ideal
I ⊳ C∗(GT ). Theorem 5.2 gives I = kerπx,z,ρ for some x,z, ρ. Choose y ∈ [x] ∩
Y (x), and let ω˜[y] be the faithful irreducible representation of C
∗(GT |Y (x)/I(x)) of
Lemma 4.5. Since ρ is faithful on C∗(GT |Y (x)/I(x))), we have ker(ω[y] ◦ εz ◦ Φ) =
ker(ρ◦εz◦Φ). So Theorem 5.2 gives kerπx,z,ω[y] = ker(πx,z,ρ). As in the second step
above, one checks on basis elements that πx,z = πx,z,ω[y] , completing the proof. 
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